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Haus der Zukunft

House of the Future
SchnellD-Bau . Demontabel bauen
mit 1000 Vorteilen, with 1000 advantages

Click eight large walls together with our patented system ….

much quicker and demountable: that is the future

PDF

Click six large walls together with our
patented connection system, and a room is ready.
1 unit of a building, in the wanted dimensions
4 vertical walls, 1 plate for the roof, 1 plate for the floor. Together 6 plates.
(Roof and floor can be devided into 2 (or 3) plates - to make them transportable. Or long small
stripes of them can come to the building ground, built up there, becoming one roof-plate and one floorplate, to be integrated then as one solid large floor / roof into the building). So one wall=one brick.

Verfahren, um schneller und preiswerter demontable Häuser zu bauen aus Wänden, die
ineinander klicken, verbunden durch grosse leicht lösbare optimierte Steckverbindungen. Neu
und patentiert ist die Optimierung der Steckverbindungen hinsichtlich Größe, Stärke und
gegenseitiger Deckung: ein intelligentes Verteidigungssystem gegen brechende Kräfte.

Method to build demountable houses quicker and cheaper out of large plates, connected
by large connectors, easily detachable and optimized. New and patented is the
optimization of the connectors in regard to size, strength and support of each other, an
intelligent defense system against breaking forces.

Combine as much room-units you want in each direction you want,
horizontally and/or vertically (the fotos show only the base innovation, we have more technology
to reach more), build big clusters of rooms, open then integrated doors and
windows between them, where you want, inside and outside, and make a
living whole of it. All that can be built up faster than normal, and demounted,
whenever you want. Each part, each wall can be re-used immediately or can be
replaced by another one, f.i. for design reasons, creating an enormous flexibility.

Kreislauf-Wirtschaft in der Bauwelt
Lange wurde nach der guten Einheit für demontables Bauen gesucht. Jetzt ist
sie gefunden. Überraschung: diese Einheit / Unit is ihrerseits wieder zerlegbar,
wird als Baupaket von Platten geliefert. Kompakte Anlieferung! Vorteil 1.

Auf der Baustelle wird aus dem Baupaket im Handumdrehen ein Raum, ohne
Einsatz von Nägeln, Schrauben, Leim. Vorteil 2.
Die Wände umklammern sich an den speziell geformten Rändern sofort fest und
sicher. Nach Fixierung der optimierten Riegel mit Querriegeln in den
Gegenwänden kann sofort die nächste Unit aufgebaut und hinzugefügt werden. So
geht der Aufbau zügig voran, schneller als bei jedem anderen System. Da weder
Schrauben noch Nägel noch Leim entfernt werden müssen, kann der Aufbau
überdies jederzeit in sein Gegenteil umgekehrt werden, teilweise einige Units
wegnehmen, oder das ganze Gebäude abbauen.

Mit dem Haus der Zukunft beginnt echte Kreislauf-Wirtschaft beim Bauen.
With ' House of the Future' real circular economy starts in building construction

Circular economy
in building construction
Each part, each wall can be re-used immediately. Nothing lost! Whereas houses, built,
using the old technology of betonblocks or bricks, must be crashed to make place for
new buildings.
Whereas already more advanced demountable houses, using screws, consist of more
parts, need more time to build them up and to demount them.
On top of it – in most cases – they don´t have the built in stability and large scope of
applicability of our patented ´House of the Future´.
All losses are history with the just patented technology. Start using it and feel great
because of much less footprint on the environment!
Our development of easily demountable constructions for the building construction
industry, if implemented, can diminish the demand for beton and therefore for sand in
the world for 50% or more, slowing down the sand war, which is taking place, letting
vanish wonderful sand beaches all over the world, transforming them into rocky
beaches. Big (maffia-) parties go on robbing sand out of the undeep see near to the
beaches, with the effect, that later stormy waters are washing away the sand beaches,
carrying the sand to the deep holes, created, never carrying sand back into direction
land, what is happening normally. The balance is disturbed. The maffia parties take the
sand for free, without paying for the big damages, which they are causing constantly.
Lots of wonderful sand beaches are already gone all over the world. See
www.indigorevolution.nl . See reports from Florida, the Philipines, the Maledives!
People are organizing protest actions. The sand war is on! The robbing companies sell
the sand for big money to the big companies of the beton-industry, often also in BigMaffia hands.
By recycling elements the sand war is slowed down, first. Less elements needed.
Second, by working with light weight hollow walls with less beton or completely
without beton, the sand war is slowed down a second time. Thus the use of our
technology has this hidden sustainability-effect also: cooling down, slowing down
hidden wars. Wars against Nature. Wars against people. No light is shed on hidden wars
by the mainstream media. In which hands could control over MSM be? In RoRo-Maffishands? Trump has accused the MSM 1000 times for torturing the truth. Is he right?
Could it be, that a lot of big problems in this world, sabotage of big innovations
included, has one common source: Big Guerrilla-Maffia? Could it be, that shutting our
eyes, going on with business as usable, is no option? Read www.freedom.jaaaa.net , a
moderate reaction, based on deep scientific research.

Do you intend to build a house?
Are you still hampered by the problem of
too high costs of the building a),

or by the problem of finding a fine location for your building b)
or by the problem of too high costs for the ground c) ?
We come with a solution not only for a), not only for b), not only for c),
but a solution for a) + b) + c). Is that something for you ?
Then you should contact us.
We have developed this innovative technology for building construction.
We are able to build solid houses much faster than normal.
Not believable? We demonstrate it to you.
We are able to deliver solid houses faster in better quality than normal. You
are about to understand, why.
We have developed demountable units, becoming the bigger elements of your
building, house or office. The smallest elements of your building are the large
walls of the units, f.i. 4 times 3m x 6m plates with windows and door(s), clicking
in no time together, clicking together also with floor and with ceiling, forming
a solid compound, optimized to withstand huge forces. The connection
technology, avoiding to use screws and nails and glue, is one of the secrets
of the whole. So the units can be built up and demounted fast and easily,
while the optimization of the click-connections on the edges of the walls in
respect to forces makes the connections so solid. Not only is a clickconnection strong in itself, but they support each other also, making light
weight strong buildings possible.
As a result, this type of construction is in harmony with protecting the
environment, avoiding huge mountains of rubble in the future. The innovation
is creating a new and very big branch on the tree of circular economy.

The large parts of the units, the walls, the plates, can be from materials, you
want, you choose, and are produced in prefab-factories in serie, fast, in great
numbers, in high quality. Due to the innovation, the benefits of industrial
production can be harvested in the building construction sector now.
In regard to b) and c) you hire a ground and move to your favorite ground later.

www.H.jaaaa.net
www.House-of-the-Future.jaaaa.net
www.Klick-Haus.jaaaa.net … www.Click-House.jaaaa.net … www.Klik-Huis.jaaaa.net

SchnellD-Bau ...…....... Tel. O6-474 55 242 ….......… schnelld-bau@protonmail.com

Tech-Universities stay saying: “Parliaments should make it a duty by
law to build demountably. It´s much better for environment and
nature. Our footprint is diminishing really a big step then.
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